>travel far: the marquesas

“Audacious voyagers settled this
wild, weather-beaten place, where
the world’s largest ocean slams
into volcanic crags, looming two
to four thousand feet above.”

sailing into
Polynesia’s
heart by
cargo ship
text and photos by Amanda Castleman

The Aranui — a passenger-freighter vessel — serves as a lifeline
for the Marquesas Islands, the world’s most remote archipelago.
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eep in the cobalt Pacific, as far as possible from
any continent, I face the wild stallion. His hooves
brace in the ruddy dirt of the Marquesas Islands,
the world’s most remote archipelago.
He’s not really big. In fact, he’s kind of a runt compared to the American Quarter Horses back home.
But his eyes contain a malice I have in no way earned, and he’s
blocking the mountain path down to the boat, which will soon
depart the island of Ua Pou. He resembles my ex-husband, and
not just because of that floppy forelock.
I’ve sailed here — 850 miles northeast of Tahiti, French
Polynesia — on the Aranui III: the passenger-freighter ship that
serves as the area’s lifeline, unloading cement, chickens, pickup trucks and other import essentials every three weeks. On its
14-day routes, it also carries up to 200 passengers, primarily
pinch-faced French pensioners, who cut across the dining room
just to declare that my flip-flops don’t match my wrap dress.
Glutted on their country’s table wine and haute cuisine, I have
too much ennui to care.
But now, cornered on the hillside, I desperately need a better
local approval rating. I decide to show the stallion who’s boss,
confidently (but respectfully) skirting around him. His ears
flatten. He snorts and retracts his lips. Then — WHAM! — he
lunges and chomps down on my knee. The blunt, herbivorous
incisors don’t break the skin, but I’m still bruised and indignant.
Many Polynesians still believe in mana, a sacred universal
force that confers influence and authority. If that’s in charge
here, being bullied by a herd animal can’t be a good sign...

The Aranui moves purposefully among the islands, but I’m
adrift. Seven years out of a catastrophic marriage, I still apologize to cupboard doors when I slam them too hard. It’s tedious
— for me and for the love of my life, a wonderful man who
doesn’t deserve this inheritance of mistrust and uncertainty.
A good long trip to the Marquesas would help, or so I’d
hoped. Audacious voyagers settled this wild, weather-beaten
place, where the world’s largest ocean slams into volcanic crags,
looming two to four thousand feet above. They wedged villages
in the mountain ravines, tangled with groves of coconut, banana and passion fruit trees. The landscape, so abundant with
fruit and fish, made it easy to get by. Art flourished, alongside
a fierce sense of individualism, often rewarded among the
meritocratic tribes. Tattoos — signs of power and protection
— paraded boldly over the limbs, torsos and even the tongues
of the islanders.
I’d never been drawn to purely ornamental body art. I
enjoyed its infinite variety from a distance. But how would I
ever know what mattered enough to carry with me indelibly?
The more I read about Marquesan tattoos, the more intrigued I grew, though. Designs show wealth and status, two
admittedly low priorities in my lifestyle, which resembles an
extended-play, continent-hopping version of collegiate shenanigans. Yet they also confer strength, courage and a connection
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to one’s ancestors and the entire universe. Eternal and un-erasable, certain symbols could even safeguard mana, bringing
health and balance.
Colonizers and missionaries did their best to quash this
tradition throughout Oceania. But here this language of the
spirit hid under cuffs and hemlines, and in the notebooks of
Willowdean Chatterson Handy, an artist who recorded the
designs of the Marquesas’ last surviving tattooist in 1921. It
lingered like the scent of plumeria flowers, eventually blossoming across the Pacific’s basin again. When ethnic pride erupted
in our 50th state, sparking the Hawaiian Renaissance of the
1970s, Polynesians anchored themselves in the near-continuous
customs of these islands.
I’ve always loved a good underdog triumph. Even more, what
better mechanism to restore my sense of self than an art lost
and found? Metaphor!
“I might get a tattoo in French Polynesia, my love,” I told my
partner Doug, before I flew out. “Are you okay with that?”
“Of course. Just... not on the face, please.”
I am apparently a lot more daring person in his head than in
mine. And I can’t quite decide if that’s a good or bad thing.

“Eternal and un-erasable,
certain symbols could even
safeguard mana, bringing
health and balance.“

Marquesan kids on Ua Po island play on the mooring line of the Aranui.
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The Aranui sails onward to Nuku Hiva. Shipboard rumor
claims one of the longshoremen — the one with swirled tattoos
on his chin, cheeks and forehead — is actually a prince. Gentle
in manner, he has smiling eyes and a mouth that turns up at
the corners. But his ink looks fierce.
I doubt the wild stallion would ever try to issue this guy a
beat-down. Too much mana.
The passengers shuttle into the jungle, tracing the path of
Herman Melville, past weather-beaten tikis snared in wild vanilla vines. Then a whaling-boat sailor, he jumped ship here in
1842 — a decade before writing Moby Dick — and got captured
by locals (pretty politely, given their post-battle rituals of eating
human flesh and accessorizing with bones). “I was soon led
to exclaim in amazement,” he wrote. “Are these the ferocious
savages, the bloodthirsty cannibals, of whom I have heard such
frightful tales? I will frankly declare that after passing a few
weeks in this valley of the Marquesas, I formed a higher estimation of human nature than I had ever before entertained.”
The islanders impress me too, 170 years later. On shore,
their welcome seems genuine, along with the invitations to eat,
dance and play volleyball. Some adorn themselves with ceremonial flowers and feathers, and others hawk replica war clubs.
But many of them simply hang out in T-shirts and sarongs like
the rest of us, combating the tropical humidity. On an archipelago of 9,300-odd people, fascination with strangers runs
high. A few even leave behind light eyes and flashes of fair hair
among the villagers.
This easygoing, enlightened culture drew Paul Gauguin (an
uncelebrated artist in his time) here. Rejecting “everything that
is artificial and conventional” in Europe, he painted his final
masterpieces on Hiva Oa, and rests now in the same Calvaire
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Cemetery as Belgian singer-songwriter Jacques Brel, who fled here
to escape his celebrity.
Both men — and Melville too, for that matter — stepped off
their expected paths in the Marquesas. The writer rejected corrupt authority. The vocalist turned his back on super-stardom.
And the Post-Impressionist wanted to “live there in ecstasy,
calm and art.” He may have gotten a little carried away with the
overly simplistic “Primitive Paradise” thing. But the man had a
point, because here in the world’s most remote archipelago, amid
a tropical civilization worn smooth by the elements and high
expectations, some alchemy does unfold. It lets people — whole
cultures even, in the case of the Hawaiian Renaissance — rewrite
their scripts.
How, I wonder, will the Marquesas change my course?

For years, my big brother Edward has summed up my ethos
as “go out in the world and play in it.” I never really believed
him— I mean, c’mon, it sounds so slacker-esque! — until I see
a Marquesan bay overflowing with children. They spill onto the
Aranui’s mooring line. Kids clamber hand-over-hand and try to sit
in snaking rows on the rope, submerging it. They plunge into the
jade water and break the surface screaming with laughter, paddling
over to a red dory and a boogie board. The scene resembles a Busytown sketch by picture book author Richard Scarry.
They play with abandon, unfettered by chaperones. I remember
those days before helicopter parents and hair-trigger litigation. I
biked miles, built some sweet forts and slapped the first boy who
kissed me, because his skin looked like Wonder Bread and I bore
an enduring grudge against the pompom on his winter hat. We
had the freedom to get lost... and then to find ourselves.
“I miss the savage rush of heading off the edges of the map
to terra incognita,” I think, as kids slingshot off the rope.
Then the irony hits. After the divorce, I spent a long time waiting for my real life to begin: so long that I didn’t really notice
its tide seeping upward. But now I’m racing along a South Pacific
quay, photographing bellyflops as clouds smudge a dragonspined
ridge, and my heart just aches with the joy of playing in all this beauty.

Despite my epiphany, I arrive pretty unprepared at the hut
of master artist Felix “Fati” Fii, on the leaf-shaped island of Tahuata. I stare at my left wrist, where blue veins branch under pale
skin, like tracery on a Currier & Ives plate from my New England
childhood. Am I truly ready to alter that? To allow a stranger to
inscribe the symbols I hope to live by, seeding promises right
into my flesh?
The tattooist studies the scrap of paper I handed him. It bears
Opposite page clockwise from top left: Freight head Tino Tsin Yong; spectacular carvings grace
the Église de Saint-Étienne church in Ua Pou; a girl greets visitors on Fatu Hiva, the Marquesas’
southernmost island; Author Amanda Castleman shows off her new tattoo in the “Invisible
Bay” (Vaipaee); a German tourist keeps his neck warm while gazing at the Aranui, anchored off
Rangiroa, the world’s second-largest atoll; a red ginger blossom on Tahiti.
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20 hand-scrawled, cursive renditions of the word “scrivere.” I’d
circled the neatest one. “It means ‘to write’ in Italian,” I explain.
“That’s my job and my passion. I chose Italian because my family
is from there, and I’ve lived in Rome twice.” Fii nods. “Underneath it, I’d like a wave symbol, representing the ocean. Those
are the constants in my life so far.”
He grabs a pen. “What if we shaped the three waves like this?”
He sketches them into pattern like a long, thin leaf — or maybe
the blade of an paddle. Growth... Forward motion... I like the
associations.
Let’s go.

“Back on the Aranui, my new ink sparks
a scandal among the French biddies.
Waves of them storm across the dining
room and demand to see the tattoo.”
I close my eyes as the machine’s needle bites deep. The pinpricks move along my wrist, intensifying over the pulse point.
I breathe deep. The discomfort is temporary, I know. But the
design will ride with me always: a reminder of the person I want
to be, not the person I was pushed to become.
Fii finishes and rubs ointment on the design. He has recreated
my handwriting perfectly, and the oceanic oar sweeps below. The
two lines resemble pontoons, steadying even as they speed me forward.
Words and water. Such a simple formula.

Now to live it.

Back on the Aranui, my new ink sparks a scandal among the
French biddies. Waves of them storm across the dining room
and demand to see the tattoo. Most just sniff and then walk away
without a word. Maybe that’s a sharp burn where they live, but
coming from the Pacific Northwest — where we use our words,
generally in an over-polite, feather-smoothing fashion — I find
it hilarious.
More to the point, I did this for me. No amount of chiding
can dampen that.
So I just nod and smile.
Then I find a place on deck, as the Aranui steams towards Ua
Huka at dawn the next morning. The sheer cliffs and small diameter of Vaipaee — better known as “Invisible Bay” — prevent
the 386-foot freighter from turning around. Instead the captain
opens the throttle wide and heaves an anchor overboard when
the boat reaches the chokepoint. The Aranui pulls its chain taut,
tracing a dizzy 180-degree arc, as the whaleboats run lines out
anchoring us to the cliff. We balance between the tide and the
rocks’ vice grip.
The open sea lies ahead.
Both the ship and I are ready for it.
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The Aranui sails 17 times in 2015. Each two-week
voyage departs from Papeete, Tahiti, and then loops
through the Marquesas, resupplying the craggy,
volcanic archipelago.
More bijou boats ply the South Pacific here: the
luxurious Paul Gauguin and the four-masted megayacht Wind Spirit, in particular. But none immerse
visitors in local culture like the Aranui, a cargo vessel
that welcomes up to 200 passengers. Prices include
swanky French cuisine and table wine, and range
from $2,711 (dorm room) to $6,512 (suite with a
balcony) per person.
Expect steel, cranes and a crew wearing flipflops,
instead of brass, teak and gold braid. The “Freighter
to Paradise,” as it’s nicknamed, doesn’t layer on the
frills. But the ship does contain a bar, shop, library,
lounge, fitness center and swimming pool, among
other amenities. Not to mention a house band that
gets the whole crowd moving with a washtub bass.
Forty-seat barges ferry passengers on-shore to hike, snorkel,
picnic and watch demonstrations of dancing and women making
tapa (mulberry-bark cloth). Gauguin’s tomb on Hiva Oa — a
stern lava slab — serves as a major draw, as do the lichen-covered
tikis (some of the Pacific’s most significant, after Easter Island’s).
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The “Freighter To Paradise”

Come autumn 2015, the Aranui will expand on this
hospitality, celebrating 30 years of passengers with a new vessel.
Sleeping 254, it will layer on a spa and additional bars, among
other upgrades. The freighter will also now stop in Bora Bora,
as well as among the black pearl farms of the Tuamotu atolls.
www.aranui.com

